The quantum oscillations V(I/o) of the dc voltage are induced on segments of asymmetric superconducting loops by an external ac current or noise. The dependencies of the amplitude of V(1/1o) on amplitude of inducing ac current are measured at different temperatures below superconducting transition T on aluminum asymmetric loops and systems of the loops connected in series. The measured values of the maximum amplitude of the quantum oscillations V(I/Io), the amplitude of the ac current inducing this maximum dc voltage and the critical amplitude of the ac current decrease with temperature increase to T. The extrapolation of these measured dependencies to the region near superconducting transition allows to make a calibration of asymmetric superconducting loops as quantum detector of noise. The calibration restores an amplitude profile of the noise pulses from a measured temperature dependence of an amplitude of the quantum oscillations V(I/Io) induced by this noise. It is found that rectification efficiency, determined as relation ofthe maximum amplitude of the quantum oscillations V(I/Io) to the ac current amplitude inducing it, decreases near superconducting transition T. High efficiency of rectification observed below T is consequence of irreversibility of the current-voltage curves. Increase of the rectification efficiency is achieved in multiple series connected loop structures.
INTRODUCTION
The advancement of technologies allows to realize precision devices very sensitive to electronic noise and which can not effectively work without precision control ofexternal and internal noises. One ofthe most grandiose ideas ofthe last time is the idea of quantum computations The future realization of quantum computer is closely connected with solid-state quantum bit (qubit) and coupled qubit fabrication and investigation oftheir functionality. The most promising candidates for solid-state qubits are two-level superconducting structures which act like artificial atoms with quantized energy levels. To carry out quantum computations, decoherence time for superposition of macroscopic quantum states in superconducting structures should be at least 10 times longer than computation time. Decoherence is determined by the equilibrium and non-equilibrium noise environment, which have to be investigated and strictly controlled. Although, the intensity of equilibrium thermal fluctuations vanishes linearly with temperature, nevertheless, there are quantum fluctuations due to zero-point motion even at zero temperature. To detect non-equilibrium and vanishing with temperature equilibrium thermal fluctuations and separate them from quantum fluctuations, one should use a quantum system, i.e. a quantum detector of noise (QDN).
As a basic element of the QDN an asymmetric superconducting loop (ASL) with or without Josephson junctions may be proposed to use. It was found that the dc potential difference V(1/1o) can be observed on segment of asymmetric superconducting ioops with and without ' Josephson junctions. Sing and value of this dc voltage are periodical function V(/Do) of magnetic flux with period corresponding the flux quantum 1o = irh/e inside the loop . This quantum oscillations can be observed without an evident power source in a temperature region near superconducting transition. At a lower temperature they can be induced by an external ac current, for example Iext(t) Jo sin(2irft), when its amplitude Jo exceeds a critical value Jo,c. Jt have been found that the dependence of the amplitude VA of the quantum oscillations on the amplitude Jo of the external ac current is not monotonous. The amplitude of the voltage oscillations mounts quickly a maximum value Vmax at Jo = Jmax and decrease further with increase of the amplitude of the ac current.
Calibration of quantum detector of noise based on a system of asymmetric superconducting loops
The advancement of technologies allows to realize precision devices very sensitive to electronic noise and which can not effectively work without precision control of external and internal noises. One of the most grandiose ideas of the last time is the idea of quantum computations . The future realization of quantum computer is closely connected with solid-state quantum bit (qubit) and coupled qubit fabrication and investigation oftheir functionality. The most promising candidates for solid-state qubits are two-level superconducting structures which act like artificial atoms with quantized energy levels. To carry out quantum computations, decoherence time for superposition of macroscopic quantum states in superconducting structures should be at least 1 0 times longer than computation time. Decoherence is determined by the equilibrium and non-equilibrium noise environment, which have to be investigated and strictly controlled. Although, the intensity of equilibrium thermal fluctuations vanishes linearly with temperature, nevertheless, there are quantum fluctuations due to zero-point motion even at zero temperature. To detect non-equilibrium and vanishing with temperature equilibrium thermal fluctuations and separate them from quantum fluctuations, one should use a quantum system, i.e. a quantum detector of noise (QDN).
As a basic element of the QDN an asymmetric superconducting loop (ASL) with or without Josephson junctions may be proposed to use. It was found that thedc potential difference V(1/1o) can be observed on segment of asymmetric superconducting ioops with and without ' Josephson junctions. Sing and value of this dc voltage are periodical function V(/cIo) of magnetic flux I with period corresponding the flux quantum 1o = irh/e inside the loop . This quantum oscillations can be observed without an evident power source in a temperature region near superconducting transition. At a lower temperature they can be induced by an external ac current, for example Iext(t) lo sin(2itft), when its amplitude Jo exceeds a critical value IO,c. It have been found that the dependence of the amplitude VA of the quantum oscillations on the amplitude Jo of the external ac current is not monotonous. The amplitude of the voltage oscillations mounts quickly a maximum value Vmax at Jo = Imax and decrease further with increase of the amplitude of the ac current.
The external ac current with different frequency f in a wide spectrum was used and it have been found that the result does not depend on the frequency7.
There is important that the critical amplitude I of the ac current which can induce the dc voltage is close the superconducting critical current I(T) of the loop. One can expect also that the maximum amplitude Vm of the quantum oscillations of the dc voltage is proportional to the amplitude of the oscillations of the persistent current I(cb/b°). The observed magnetic dependence of the dc voltage 1167 is like the one I(T/T°) of average equilibrium value of the persistent current. We can write, by analogy with the potential difference V = (R1 -R1l/l)I = Rasyml observed of segment l with a resistance R1 of conventional loop 1 with a resistance R1 and a circular current I induced in a loop by the Faraday's voltage R11 -d/dt, that the potential difference is observed because ofresistance difference Rym 0 of loop segments V(c1/10) = RasymIp(I/Io). It 5 known that the critical current and the persistent current decrease down to zero near the critical temperature T. The both currents becomes zero at the critical temperature T = T if thermal fluctuations are not taken into account. The thermal fluctuations decreases the critical current and increases the persistent current. It is known from theory9 and experimental results'° that because of thermal fluctuations the persistent current is observed not only below but also above the critical temperature. There is a fluctuation region near T where the critical current equals zero I = 0 (i.e. an equilibrium resistance is not zero R1 >0) and the persistent current is not zero I, 0. The first experimental evidence of I, 0 at R1 >0 is the Little-Parks oscillations R(cT/T0)of the resistance R of superconducting cylinder'0 or loop", which are observed only in a narrow fluctuation region near T. Therefore one can expect that any how weak noise, right down to the equilibrium noise12, can induce the quantum oscillations of the dc voltage near critical temperature ifthe critical amplitude 'O,c 5 close to the critical current and the maximum amplitude Vm is proportional to the persistent current near T.
The equilibrium electric noise was measured first by J.B.Johnson'3 and described theoretically by H.Nyquist'4 and is known as Johnson'5 or Nyquist noise. There is important difference between power of the Nyquist's noise and the dc power: the first can not be summed and the second can. The power ofthe Nyquist's noise ofN elements equals the one of a single element whereas the power of a system of N dc power source connected in series in N time higher than the one of the like single source. Therefore the transformation of the power of random noise into the dc power observed on asymmetric superconducting loops gives very important advantage: even very weak noise can give enough high output power. It was shown7 that the dc voltage observed on asymmetric superconducting loops is summed in a system of the loops connected in series: the amplitude of the quantum oscillation V(/cb0) induced by an external ac current on a system of N asymmetric loops approximately in N time higher than the one observed on single loop. The summation of the dc voltage V(c1/c10) and dc power was observed in7 below T, in superconducting state, where the quantum oscillations of the de voltage are induced be an external ac current. The same summation may be expected near superconducting transition, where V(t/10) can be induced by an equilibrium and non-equilibrium noise. Therefore it was proposed16 to use systems of asymmetric superconducting loop with or without Josephson junctions as a quantum detector of noise in wide frequency band. The expected dependence of the critical amplitude 'Oc of the current or noise, the maximum amplitude Vm, of V(1/10) and 'm on temperature, Io(T), Vm(T), Im(T), allows to calibrate a system of asymmetric superconducting ioops as the noise detector. In order to make this calibration the dependencies of the amplitude VA of the quantum oscillations on the amplitude I of the external ac current and the temperature dependence Io,(T), Vmax(T), Im(T) should be measured below T, where the critical amplitude Io(T) exceeds noise amplitude. The extrapolation of the measured dependencies VA(Io), Io(T), Vm(T), Im(T) to the region near superconducting transition allows to restore an amplitude profile of the noise pulses from a measured temperature dependence of an amplitude VA(T) ofthe quantum oscillations V(c1/b0) induced by this noise.
An asymmetric superconducting loop should have maximum sensitivity as noise detector when a value of the critical current I exceeds only slightly a value of the persistent current I. A low noise current can induce the quantum oscillations of the dc voltage in this case. This condition may be enough easy provided in superconducting loop with Josephson junctions, analogous to SQUID structures5. In the present work asymmetric aluminum loops without Josephson junctions is investigated. We did not crave for high sensitivity in this work. It is first systematic investigation ofthe quantum oscillations ofthe dc voltage induced by an external ac current at different temperature allowing to make a calibration of the quantum noise detector based on asymmetric superconducting loops (ASL). Analogous to SQUID structures in magnetic field,5 ASL structures are able to rectify applied ac current or both external and internal noise without bias current when narrow part of the ASL is in the resistive state induced by the magnetic flux quantization persistent current. Single loop and systems connected in series 18 and 20 ASL have been investigated. The external ac current with different frequency f in a wide spectrum was used and it have been found that the result does not depend on the frequency7.
There is important that the critical amplitude I of the ac current which can induce the dc voltage is close the superconducting critical current I(T) of the loop. One can expect also that the maximum amplitude Vm of the quantum oscillations of the dc voltage is proportional to the amplitude of the oscillations of the persistent current I(cb/b°). The observed magnetic dependence of the dc voltage V(c1/c10) 6,7 is like the one I(cI/cI°) of average equilibrium value of the persistent current. We can write, by analogy with the potential difference V = (R1, -R1l/l)I = Rasyml observed of segment l with a resistance R1 of conventional loop 1 with a resistance R1 and a circular current I induced in a ioop by the Faraday's voltage R11 -d/dt, that the potential difference is observed because of resistance difference Rym 0 of loop segments V(c1/c10) = RasymIp(I/Io). It is known that the critical current and the persistent current decrease down to zero near the critical temperature T. The both currents becomes zero at the critical temperature T = T if thermal fluctuations are not taken into account. The thermal fluctuations decreases the critical current and increases the persistent current. It is known from theory9 and experimental results'° that because of thermal fluctuations the persistent current is observed not only below but also above the critical temperature. There is a fluctuation region near T where the critical current equals zero I = 0 (i.e. an equilibrium resistance is not zero R1 >0) and the persistent current is not zero I, 0. The first experimental evidence of I, 0 at R1 >0 is the Little-Parks oscillations R(cT/10)of the resistance R of superconducting cylinder10 or loop", which are observed only in a narrow fluctuation region near T. Therefore one can expect that any how weak noise, right down to the equilibrium noise12, can induce the quantum oscillations ofthe dc voltage near critical temperature if the critical amplitude 'O,c 5 close to the critical current and the maximum amplitude Vms,, is proportional to the persistent current near T.
The equilibrium electric noise was measured first by J.B.Johnson'3 and described theoretically by H.Nyquist'4 and is known as Johnson'5 or Nyquist noise. There is important difference between power of the Nyquist's noise and the dc power: the first can not be summed and the second can. The power of the Nyquist's noise of N elements equals the one of a single element whereas the power of a system of N dc power source connected in series in N time higher than the one of the like single source. Therefore the transformation of the power of random noise into the dc power observed on asymmetric superconducting loops gives very important advantage: even very weak noise can give enough high output power. It was shown7 that the dc voltage observed on asymmetric superconducting loops is summed in a system of the loops connected in series : the amplitude of the quantum oscillation V(cT/cb0) induced by an external ac current on a system ofN asymmetric loops approximately in N time higher than the one observed on single loop. The summation of the dc voltage V(c1/10) and dc power was observed in7 below T, in superconducting state, where the quantum oscillations of the dc voltage are induced be an external ac current. The same summation may be expected near superconducting transition, where V(t/10) can be induced by an equilibrium and non-equilibrium noise. Therefore it was proposed'6 to use systems of asymmetric superconducting loop with or without Josephson junctions as a quantum detector of noise in wide frequency band. The expected dependence of the critical amplitude 'Oc of the current or noise, the maximum amplitude Vm of V(1/10) and Im, on temperature, Io(T), Vm(T), Ima,(T), allows to calibrate a system of asymmetric superconducting loops as the noise detector. In order to make this calibration the dependencies of the amplitude VA of the quantum oscillations on the amplitude I of the external ac current and the temperature dependence Io,(T), Vmax(T), Im(T) should be measured below T, where the critical amplitude Io(T) exceeds noise amplitude. The extrapolation of the measured dependencies VA(Io), Io,(T), Vm(T), Imax(T) to the region near superconducting transition allows to restore an amplitude profile of the noise pulses from a measured temperature dependence of an amplitude VA(T) ofthe quantum oscillations V(c1/b0) induced by this noise.
An asymmetric superconducting loop should have maximum sensitivity as noise detector when a value of the critical current I exceeds only slightly a value of the persistent current I,. A low noise current can induce the quantum oscillations of the dc voltage in this case. This condition may be enough easy provided in superconducting loop with Josephson junctions, analogous to SQUID structures5. In the present work asymmetric aluminum loops without Josephson junctions is investigated. We did not crave for high sensitivity in this work. It is first systematic investigation of the quantum oscillations of the dc voltage induced by an external ac current at different temperature allowing to make a calibration of the quantum noise detector based on asymmetric superconducting loops (ASL). Analogous to SQUID structures in magnetic field,5 ASL structures are able to rectify applied ac current or both external and internal noise without bias current when narrow part of the ASL is in the resistive state induced by the magnetic flux quantization persistent current. Single loop and systems connected in series 18 and 20 ASL have been investigated.
FABRICATION
We use aluminum loops since a large value of superconducting coherence length of aluminum allows to obtain enough high relation of the persistent current to the critical current I/I (T)/r 8at a radius r of loop which can be enough easy made by the methods of current technology. Investigated test structures (without Josephson junctions) consisted of asymmetric aluminum loops (45-50 nm thick, thermally evaporated on oxidized Si substrates) with semi-loop width of 200 and 400 nm for narrow and wide parts, respectively. 4 tm diameter single ASL and 20 ASL structure were fabricated by e-beam lithography and lift-off process. Figure 1 and 2 shows SEM images of a single asymmetric superconducting loop and 20 loops structure, respectively. For these structures, the sheet resistance was 0.23 Wo at 4.2 K, the resistance ratio R(300 K)/R(4.2 K)=2.7, and superconducting transition temperature was 1.24-1 .27 K. Estimated coherence length (TO K) was 170 nm and penetration depth 2(T=O K) was 80 nm.
EXPERIMENT
Measurements were carried out by applying 5 or 40 kHz sinusoidal bias current to current leads ( fig. 1) , whereas, rectified dc signal was measured in a frequency band from 0 to 30 Hz by a home made preamplifier (followed by lownoise preamplifier 5R560) at potential leads. Noise level of the amplification system was 20 nVpp for fb=O tol Hz. It should be noted that rectification effects do not depend on frequency of the bias current at least up to 1 MHz.7 Magnetic field direction was perpendicular to the loop's plane. Magnetic field time scanning was slow enough ( 0.1-1 Hz) so that upper frequency of signal spectrum, which resulted from magnetic field changes, did not exceed 30 Hz. All signals corresponding to rectified voltage, current, temperature and magnetic field were digitized by a multichannel 16-bit analog-to-digital converter card. To make calibration of the QDN, ac bias current with different amplitude was applied to substitute noise with different amplitude level. Fig.3 shows typical oscillations of the rectified voltage as a function of magnetic field at different ac bias currents for the ASL (T 1.2 14 KO.975T). The oscillations are periodic with period equals to the superconducting
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EXPERIMENT
Measurements were carried out by applying 5 or 40 kHz sinusoidal bias current to current leads ( fig. 1) , whereas, rectified dc signal was measured in a frequency band from 0 to 30 Hz by a home made preamplifier (followed by lownoise preamplifier 5R560) at potential leads. Noise level of the amplification system was 20 nVpp for fb=O tol Hz. It should be noted that rectification effects do not depend on frequency of the bias current at least up to 1 MHz. To make calibration of the QDN, ac bias current with different amplitude was applied to substitute noise with different amplitude level. To determine the exact position of the rectified voltage maximum 'max ( Fig.5 ) with respect to the critical current vaiue, in Fig.6 we present temperature dependence of both the critical current of the single ASL obtained from current-voltage characteristics and the amplitude of the bias current 'm at which the maximum of the rectified oscillations is observed. As clearly seen from Fig.6 , the maximum of the oscillations is achieved when the bias current amplitude is slightly higher than the criticai current of the ASL, having practicaily the same temperature dependence. Temperature dependence of the maximum rectified voltage is also shown in Fig.6 . The maximum voltage increases with temperature decrease in a way Similar to the bias current I, having linear dependence on the bias current (not shown hear). To the accuracy of measurement errors, the ratio Vm/Imax=l .45 Ohm is independent of temperature for T<O.98T ( fig. 7) . When the amplitude of the bias current To is equal to 'max, this ratio determines the maximum rectification efficiency, which is equal to EffRe
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Vmax/ImaxRnO.37, where R=5.5 Ohm is the resistance of the ASL in the normal state. t should be noted that ASL rectifies sinusoidal current only for one half-period, half-period rectification being characterized by the theoretically limited rectification efficiency of 0.5. To determine the exact position of the rectified voltage maximum 'max ( Fig.5 ) with respect to the critical current value, in Fig.6 we present temperature dependence of both the critical current of the single ASL obtained from current-voltage characteristics and the amplitude of the bias current 'm at which the maximum of the rectified oscillations is observed. As clearly seen from Fig.6 , the maximum of the oscillations is achieved when the bias current amplitude is slightly higher than the critical current of the ASL, having practically the same temperature dependence. Temperature dependence of the maximum rectified voltage Vm 5 also shown in Fig.6 . The maximum voltage increases with temperature decrease in a way similar to the bias current I, having linear dependence on the bias current (not shown hear). To the accuracy of measurement errors, the ratio VmjImax=l .45 Ohm is independent of temperature for T<O.98Tc
( fig. 7) . When the amplitude of the bias current I is equal to 'max, this ratio determines the maximum rectification efficiency, which is equal to EffRe
Vmax/ImaxRnO.37, where R1=5.5 Ohm is the resistance of the ASL in the normal state. It should be noted that ASL rectifies sinusoidal current only for one half-period, half-period rectification being characterized by the theoretically limited rectification efficiency of 0.5. Our preamplifier noise level allows reliable measurement of 30 nV votage signal and therefore we can see a noise with current amplitude down to 1.5 nA using the system of 18 loops. But it could be possible only in the temperature region near superconducting transition T where the critical current is lower than 1.5 nA. But the rectification efficiency of asymmetric aluminum loops decreases strongly in this region, fig.1O . There is important to note that the current-voltage characteristics are nonhysteretic near superconducting transition, at low critical current. The rectification efficiency of a structure with the nonhysteretic current-voltage characteristics can not exceed the value EffR Since the bias current (or noise which is equivalent to bias current) only shifts the QDN total current to near critical value 1max, where it has the maximum rectification efficiency, detection ofnoise at different temperatures near T allows amplitude profiling of the noise pulses in accordance with I(T) temperature dependence. Therefore, the noise with the lower level, both equilibrium and non-equilibrium, will be detected by the QDN without biasing at nearer to T temperatures. Let us estimate where the QDN can detected the equilibrium noise. The current level of the equilibrium noise can be determined as root mean square of the power R<INY> =kBT&o of the Nyquist noise which is uniformly distributed among the frequency range from 0 to the quantum limit kBT/ h = 1.3 10' ' Hz at T 1 K, i.e. the full power of Our preamplifier noise level allows reliable measurement of 30 nV votage signal and therefore we can see a noise with current amplitude down to 1.5 nA using the system of 18 loops. But it could be possible only in the temperature region near superconducting transition T where the critical current is lower than 1 .5 nA. But the rectification efficiency of asymmetric aluminum loops decreases strongly in this region, fig.1O . There is important to note that the current-voltage characteristics are nonhysteretic near superconducting transition, at low critical current. The rectification efficiency of a structure with the nonhysteretic current-voltage characteristics can not exceed the value EffR Since the bias current (or noise which is equivalent to bias current) only shifts the QDN total current to near critical value 'max, where it has the maximum rectification efficiency, detection of noise at different temperatures near T allows amplitude profiling of the noise pulses in accordance with I(T) temperature dependence. Therefore, the noise with the lower level, both equilibrium and non-equilibrium, will be detected by the QDN without biasing at nearer to T temperatures. Let us estimate where the QDN can detected the equilibrium noise. The current level of the equilibrium noise can be determined as root mean square of the power R<INy> kT&o of the Nyquist noise which is uniformly distributed among the frequency range from 0 to the quantum limit kBT/ h = 1 .3 10' ' Hz at T 1 K, i.e. the full power of Thus, we can expect that the QDN based on ASR investigated in our work can not detect equilibrium noise. There are two principal defects of system of asymmetric aluminum loops used in our work as QDN: 1) the value of the critical current is too high and 2) the rectification efficiency changes strongly near superconducting transition because of change of the current-voltage curves. These defect can be removed by using asymmetric superconductin loops with Josephson junctions which diminish the critical current, i.e. structures like rf-SQUID or asymmetric dc-SQUID.
Calibration of the noise detector and optimization of the sensitivity has been carried out. Sensitivity improvement has been achieved in multiple series connected loop structures conforming synchronous rectification of the alternating signal which results in adding of rectified voltages from individual loops. Rectification of noise at different temperatures near superconducting critical temperature allows amplitude profiling ofthe noise pulses.
We can conclude that although a system of asymmetric aluminum loops can be used as quantum detector of noise it is not best system. The value is determined by the relation of the persistent current to the critical current. Therefore the maximum rectification efficiency could be increased using weak links or Josephson junctions which diminish the critical current (rf-SQUID or asymmetric dc-SQUID structure). One may expect that a system of asymmetric loops with Thus, we can expect that the QDN based on ASR investigated in our work can not detect equilibrium noise. There are two principal defects of system of asymmetric aluminum loops used in our work as QDN: 1) the value of the critical current is too high and 2) the rectification efficiency changes strongly near superconducting transition because of change of the current-voltage curves. These defect can be removed by using asymmetric superconductin loops with Josephson junctions which diminish the critical current, i.e. structures like rf-SQUID or asymmetric dc-SQUID.
Calibration of the noise detector and optimization of the sensitivity has been carried out. Sensitivity improvement has been achieved in multiple series connected loop structures conforming synchronous rectification ofthe alternating signal which results in adding of rectified voltages from individual loops. Rectification of noise at different temperatures near superconducting critical temperature allows amplitude profiling ofthe noise pulses.
We can conclude that although a system of asymmetric aluminum loops can be used as quantum detector of noise it is not best system. The value is determined by the relation of the persistent current to the critical current. Therefore the maximum rectification efficiency could be increased using weak links or Josephson junctions which diminish the critical current (rf-SQUID or asymmetric dc-SQUID structure). One may expect that a system of asymmetric ioops with
CONCLUSION
Josephson junctions could be the quantum noise detector of wide frequency band from 0 to 8kB(TC-T)/ich with highest sensitivity.
This quantum noise detector can be used, for example, for the control of an external noise at the investigation of the possibility macroscopic quantum tunneling and macroscopic quantum superposition. The statements on experimental evidence of macroscopic quantum tunneling in1719 and other works raise doubts because of the absence of the careful control of non-equilibrium noise20. The investigation of the possibility of macroscopic quantum tunneling is very important. This fundamental problem is connected directly with the problem of possibility of a real quantum computer.
